## SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS

### STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS
- Local Plan Options: [Interim Sustainability Appraisal Report, Appendix 1a and Appendix 1b](#)
- Habitat Regulations Assessment: Emerging HRA Issues for B&NES Local Plan
- Duty to Co-operate Proposed Approach
- Equality Impact Assessment (Options Document)

### TOPIC PAPERS
- [Spatial Strategy: Non-Strategic Growth - Updated - 29/11/2018 - amendments relate only to Annex 6 (public transport information)](#)
- [Universities & Student Accommodation Projections](#)
- [Employment](#)
- [Bath Transport](#)
- [Historic Environment](#)

### EVIDENCE
- **District-Wide:**
  - [Draft Housing & Economic Land Availability Assessment Report (2018)](#)
  - [Draft Infrastructure Delivery Programme 2018](#)
  - [Bath & North East Somerset Retail Study 2018 Update (GVA) and appendices](#)
  - [Employment Growth – Historic & Projections (Lambert Smith Hampton, May 2018)](#)
  - [Research to support options to protect present and future employment sites](Hardisty Jones Associates/Lambert Smith Hampton, November 2018)
  - [Bath & North East Somerset Visitor Accommodation Study Update 2018 (Hotel Solutions) and appendices](#)
  - [Cost of Carbon Reductions in New Buildings (WoE) and Non-Technical Summary](Currie Brown and Centre for Sustainable Energy, October 2018)
  - [Update to the Bath and North East Somerset renewable energy resource evidence base, Regen SW](October 2018)
  - [Landscape Sensitivity Analysis for Wind Energy Development in Bath and North East Somerset](Land Use Consultants, December 2010)
Landscape and Visual Issues for Areas with Technical Potential for Wind Energy Development in Bath and North East Somerset, Land Use Consultants (July 2011)

2018 Strategic Flood Risk Assessment, Level 1 (JBA), Appendix Aa, Appendix Ab, Appendix Ac, Appendix Ad, Appendix Ae, Appendix Af, Appendix Ag, Appendix Ah, Appendix Ai, Appendix B, Appendix C, Appendix D, Appendix E, Appendix F, Appendix G, Appendix H, Appendix I, Appendix I.b, Appendix J, Appendix J.b, Appendix K, Appendix L

Whitchurch Strategic Development Location:
Whitchurch Strategic Planning Framework (Arup)

Transport Options Assessment Reports

Transport Options Assessment Reports are available here